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This book about Erich Strenger showcases a first-ever comprehensive collection of his work created over the course
of his collaboration with Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche KG between
1951 and 1988. However, this monographic and monothematic publication does not claim to be an all-encompassing
catalog of his body of work. Instead, it brings the noteworthy
highlights of his work to the forefront to focus attention on
the designer’s approaches and methods.
Erich Strenger left his mark on the look of Porsche
during the company’s formative years in the early ’50s and
’60s with a design language that, for the most part, continues
to bear his signature to this day, along with countless print
products for the successful maker of sports cars, including
Christophorus—Zeitschrift für die Freunde des Hauses
Porsche, the brainchild of him and Richard von Frankenberg.
Over the course of a collaborative relationship with Porsche
spanning more than thirty years, the graphic artist, who
started out working alone, founded an advertising agency in
the heart of Stuttgart with a staff of up to eleven permanent
employees. There, Strenger would later create countless
racing posters, much like he had designed in his early days
of working for the automaker as a freelancer.
During his creative period, he discovered his passion
for sailing and travel, which led him to give up his advertising
agency and bid farewell to Germany in 1988. Freed from
worries, stress, and responsibility, he decided to spend the
rest of his life on the Spanish island of Majorca with his wife,
Ursula. But retirement did not spell the end of his artistic endeavors. During his time on the island, he created countless
works of his own that are also included in this publication.
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When Erich Strenger and Richard von Frankenberg, two
automobile enthusiasts sitting next to each other, got into
a chance conversation at the Miss Covergirl pageant at a
movie theater in Stuttgart one evening in 1950, it quickly
became clear that the actual topic that night would not be
the beautiful ladies up on stage. Strenger, who had started
developing eyes for the successful Zuffenhausen-based
sports cars since his return to Stuttgart, and Richard von
Frankenberg, who was already working for Porsche, soon
found themselves gushing over their shared interest. Von
Frankenberg, at the time the only person tasked with building a marketing department, told Strenger about his plans
for furthering the cause of public relations at Porsche. Impressed by this undertaking, both decided to work together
from then on to advance the company’s brand-building
efforts. Richard von Frankenberg, also born in 1922, was a
historian who had stumbled upon Ferdinand Porsche4 and
written the first biography of the man. Upon discovering his
love of the marque’s unique rear-engine sports car, he started a career in racing and established a close relationship
with the up-and-coming automaker from Stuttgart.
By publishing the first customer magazine from a German car company, Porsche took on a pioneering role in the
field of corporate communications. Named after St. Christopher, the patron saint of drivers, Christophorus is there to
entertain and inform the brand’s customers to this day, and
was the foundation on which the collaboration between Erich
Strenger and Porsche was built. Back then, even more people
than today believed that drivers were well advised to put
themselves in the hands of a higher power. Von Frankenberg
seems to have employed this practice on a frequent basis.
Without St. Christopher’s intervention, the shortcut he took
from the top of the steep AVUS5 north bank to the paddock
during a race in front of one hundred thousand spectators in
1956 would probably have had far more serious consequences. As it was, he fell out of his car after it overturned, land
ing in the soft bushes and avoiding injury altogether.
Strenger and von Frankenberg worked together as a
congenial duo, forming Porsche’s brand image together until
Richard von Frankenberg’s tragic death in a car accident on
the A 81 autobahn between Stuttgart and Heilbronn. The late
Richard von Frankenberg was followed by Rico Steinemann6,
a Swiss race car driver and journalist who himself would
later succeed Huschke von Hanstein7.
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